Block vs function scope
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The data area determines the visibility or availability of a variable or other resource in the code area. Global Area There's only one global area in the JavaScript document. The area beyond all functions examines global reach, and variables defined within global reach can be accessed and modified in any other area. Global reach of brew
fruit and 'apple' console.log (fruit); Apple function getFruit ()) console.log Fruits are available here - getFruit The Apple Local Scope variables announced within the features become local to function and are considered to the appropriate local volume. Each function has its own scope. The same variable can be used in different functions
because they are related to the relevant functions and are not visible. the global function of the foo1 area /local area 1 foo2 function ()/local area 2 //global foo3 /)/local area 3 //Global scope Local coverage can be divided into function area and block area. The concept of the block area is introduced in script 6 ECMA (ES6) along with new
ways to declare variables - const and let. Area Function Whenever you announce a variable in a function, the variable is only visible in the function. You can't access it outside of the function. var is the key word for determining the variable availability of the sphere function. foo function ()) var fruit 'apple'; console.log Internal function: apple
console.log Error: Fruit is not defined block Sphere block area is the area inside if, switching conditions or for and while cycles. Generally speaking, whenever you see curly brackets, it's a block. In ES6 const and let keywords, developers can declare variables in the block area, which means that these variables only exist in the
corresponding block. foo function if (true) var fruit1 - apple; const fruit2 - 'banana'; exist in the sight block let fruit3 - strawberries; exist in the area of blocks - console.log (fruit1); console.log (fruit2); console.log (fruit3); Result: /apple /error: fruit2 is not defined /error: fruit3 is not defined Lexical area Another point to mention is the lexical
area. The lexical area means that the area of action of children has access to variables defined in the parent area. Children's functions are lexically related to the context of their parents' performance. function foo1 ()) var fruit1 - 'apple'; const fruit2 - banana; Let fruit3 - strawberries; function foo2 ()) - console.log (fruit1); console.log (fruit2);
console.log (fruit3); result: /apple /banana /strawberry For a detailed comparison between var, let and const, take a look at JavaScript: var, let, const! Block statement (or connection in other languages) is used for a group of zero or more operators. The block is delimitated with a pair of braces (curly (curly and can be additionally tagged:
Syntax Unit Statement - StatementList - LabelIdentifier with block statement labeling: - StatementList - StatementList Statements grouped in the block operator. LabelIdentifier Extra shortcut for visual identification or as a target for a break. A block statement description is often referred to as a composite statement in other languages. This
allows you to use multiple operators where JavaScript is waiting for only one statement. Combining operators into blocks is a common practice in JavaScript. Opposing behavior is possible with an empty statement where you do not provide an extract, although required. Blocks are usually used in connection with if ... and for statements.
Examples of the Var Lock Rule or the non-strict Declaration variable function are announced with var or created function announcements in non-strict mode do not have a block area. The variables entered in the block take aim at the feature or scenario that contains, and the effects of their installation are stored outside the block itself. In
other words, block-extracts don't enter the area. For example: var x th 1; Var x x 2; console.log (x); 2 This logs 2, because var x statement in the block is in the same volume as the var x statement in front of the block. In non-strict code, the functions of declarations inside blocks behave strangely. Don't use them. Block scoping rules with
let, const or function declarations in strict mode Unlike, identifiers announced with let and const have a block of scope: let x No 1; - let x No 2; console.log (x); 1 x No. 2 logs are limited in coverage to the block in which it was identified. The same applies to const: const c No. 1; - Const from No 2; console.log (c); logs 1 and does not throw
SyntaxError... Note that the const c q 2 block area does not throw SyntaxError: the 'c' ID has already been announced because it can be declared uniquely inside the block. In strict mode, starting with ES2015, the functions inside the blocks took aim at this block. Prior to ES2015, block-level functions were strictly prohibited. Specs
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Area is an important concept that controls the presence of variables. The area is at a base close, defines the idea of global and Variables. If you want to in JavaScript, understanding the scope of variables is a must. In this post, I'll explain step by step, in depth, how the area works in JavaScript. 1. Area Before diving into that area, let's try
an experiment that demonstrates how the area manifests itself. Let's say you define a variable message: const message and Hello; console.log You can then easily log into this variable in the next line after the announcement. There are no questions. Now let's move the message announcement inside the if block: if the (true) const
message is 'Hello'; console.log This time, when you try to enter the JavaScript variable, ReferenceError drops: the message is not defined. Why is this happening? The if code block creates an area for variable messages. And variable messages can only be accessed within this area. At a higher level, the availability of variables is limited
to the scope of their creation. You can access a variable within its scope. But outside of its sphere, the variable is inaccessible. Now let's put a general definition of the scope: the area is the policy that governs the availability of variables. 2. The Code Block block in JavaScript defines the scope of the variables announced by let and const:
if (true) - const - Hello message; console.log - console.log The first.log (message) console correctly registers the variable because the message is accessed from the area where it is identified. But the second console.log (message) throws a link error because the variable message is available outside its scope: the variable does not exist
here. If, for, code block, while operators also create an area. The following example for the cycle defines the scope of coverage: for (color const 'green', 'red', 'blue')) - const message 'Hello'; console.log console.log s console.log console.log color variables and messages exist within the code block. Just like a block of code while a
statement creates an area for its variables: while () - const message Hello; console.log The message is defined within a while (the) body, hence the message is only available while (the) body. JavaScript can identify standalone code blocks. Separate blocks of code also delineate the scope of the action: Const message and Hello;
console.log console.log 2.1 var is not blocked, as seen in the previous section, the code block creates an area for the variables announced by const and let. However, this is not the case of variables advertised using var. The fragment below announces a variable count using a var statement: if (true) - var count No 0; console.log console.log variable as expected to be available within the code block. However, the counting variable is also available from the outside! Code block Don't create opportunities for var variables, but the body functions does. Read the previous sentence again, and try to remember it. Let's continue to work on the feature area in the next
section. 3. A-function A in JavaScript defines the area for variables announced by var, let and const. Let's announce a variable var in the function organ: start function () - var message - Run, Forrest, run!; console.log console.log Run (the) body function creates an area. The variable message is available inside the function area, but is not
available from the outside. In the same way, the functional body creates opportunities for let, const and even function declarations. Start function () - const 2 No 2; Let the score 0; run2() - console.log (two); console.log console.log (run2); - run (); console.log (two); console.log console.log (run2); 4. The ES2015 module also creates
opportunities for variables, functions, classes. The module circle defines a constant pi (for some internal usuage): const pi 3.14159; console.log (pi); Pi variable is announced within the circle module. In addition, the variable pi is not exported from the module. The circle module is then imported: import './circle'; console.log (pi); The pi
variable is not available outside the circle module (unless it is explicitly exported using exports). The module area makes the module encapsulated. Each private variable (which is not exported) remains the inner part of the module, and the module area protects these variables from access from the outside. Looking from a different angle,
the area is a encapsulation mechanism for blocks of code, function, and modules. 5. Areas can be invested interesting property of spheres is that they can be invested. In the following example, the function starts by creating an area, and a different area is created inside the state code block: the start function is const run, Forrest, Run!; if
(admittedly) - const friend - 'Bubba'; console.log - console.log (friend); if the code block area is embedded in the scope of the function. Areas of any type (code block, function, module) can be invested. The area contained in another area is called the inner area. In an example, if the code block area is the internal scope of the area of action
() of the function area. The area that wraps another area is called the outer area. In the example, the run() function area is the outer area if the area of the code block. What about the availability of the variable? Here's one simple rule to remember: the inner area can access the variables of its outer area. a variable message that is part of
the launch function area (external area) is available inside if the area of the code block (inner area). Global reach Global Coverage is the most external scope. It is available from any (aka the local) area. In the browser environment, the top volume of the JavaScript file is downloaded using the zlt'gt;lt;lt; script.gt; The variable announced
within global coverage is called a global variable. Global variables are available from any field. In the previous piece of code, the counter is a global variable. With this variable, you can access from anywhere in the JavaScript web page. The Global Area is a mechanism that allows hosts JavaScript (browser, node) to deliver applications
with host-specific features as global variables. window and document, for example, are global variables supplied by the browser. In the host environment, you can access the process object as a global variable. 7. The Lexic area Let's identify 2 functions that have the innerFunc function () nested inside outerFunc. Function externalFunc () let outerVar - I'm from the outside!; innerFunc Internal Look at the last line of the internal snippet( innerFunc () call takes place outside the outer Func () area. However, how does JavaScript understand that outerVar inside innerFunc () corresponds to the variable externalVar outerFunc ()? The answer is related to lexical scoping.
JavaScript implements a verification mechanism called lexical skupping (or static skupping). Lexical analysis means that the availability of variables is determined by the static position of variables within the nested areas of function: the internal area of the function can access variables from the external functions. Formal definition of the
lexical sphere: The lexical region consists of external areas defined statically. In the example, the innerFunc lexical area consists of the outerFunc sphere. In addition, innerFunc is a closure because it captures the outerVar variable from the lexical area. If you want to master the concept of closing, I highly recommend reading my post a
simple explanation of JavaScript Closure. 8. There is an isolation of variables Immediate sphere property: the area isolates the variables. And the fact that good different areas can have variables with the same name. You can reuse common variable names (account, index, current, value, etc.) in different areas without collisions. foo () and
bar () area functions have their own, but the same named, variable count: foo function () - let the number No. console.log - function bar () - let count No. 1; console.log Bar Conclusion Scope is a policy that governs the presence of variables. The variable, defined within the area, is only available within this area, but is not available from the
outside. In JavaScript, areas are created by code blocks, functions, and modules. While variables const and let scope blocks of code, function or modules, var variable scopes are only functions or modules. Areas can be invested. Inside the inner area access to the variable external area. The lexical area consists of external areas of
function functions Statically. Any function, regardless of where it is performed, can access the variables of its lexical coverage (this notion of closure). I hope my post has helped you better understand the scope! Better! block vs function scope javascript. block level scope vs function level scope
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